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The palm oil industry has seen considerable transformation in the last few 
years, as suppliers that are not compliant with NDPE policies have been 
increasingly excluded from supply chains. However, these gains are 
undermined when the same suppliers enter supply chains via spot purchases. 
Yet, little is known about the spot market. This paper seeks to provide 
information on the market, how it operates, and highlight the risk it presents 
to NDPE compliance efforts.  
 

Key Findings: 
 

• Long-term contracts in which buyers can set conditions have been the 
most effective mechanism to transform the palm oil industry. These 
contracts have allowed buyers to influence suppliers’ behavior and ensure 
NDPE-compliant supply chains.  

• Non-compliant palm oil still enters NDPE supply chains, sometimes via 
spot purchases. The term “spot market" refers to purchases outside of 
long-term contracts. Purchases are business-to-business, made at bulking 
facilities or auctions, or made indirectly via intermediary traders. The spot 
market differs from the futures market.  

• The logistics of the spot market make conducting due diligence difficult. 
Although buyers often know from whom they are purchasing, the entire 
supply base of each purchase is often not provided until buyers take hold 
of the physical product.  

• Current market mechanisms stem more from habit than logistical 
challenges. Spot purchases also tend to be opportunistic. It is therefore 
likely that some due diligence in the spot market is possible. 

• Buyers that have cleaned up their supply chains risk market access if non-
compliant growers continue to access NDPE supply chains via spot 
purchases. At least seven non-compliant companies have entered the 
supply chain of Sime Darby via spot purchases since 2017. Buyers will be 
under increasing pressure to apply the same due diligence to spot 
purchases as they do to long-term contracts.  

• Investors could reduce deforestation risk by being alert to red flags. 
Leakage risk is highest in CIF contracts and in NDPE refineries renting out 
storage/bulking capacity to non-compliant palm oil suppliers. 
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78% of Indonesia and Malaysia refining capacity covered by NDPE policies 
 
Wilmar established the first No Deforestation, No Peat, and No Exploitation (NDPE) policy in 2013. In the 

subsequent seven years, the palm oil industry has transformed to the point where zero-deforestation has 

become a clear market access criterion. In Malaysia and Indonesia, which together account for 80 percent 

of the world’s palm oil refining capacity, NDPE policies cover 83 percent of this refining capacity.  

 

Despite this transformation, sections of the palm oil industry remain linked to deforestation. While 83 

percent of Malaysia and Indonesia’s refining capacity is covered by NDPE policies, 78 percent is covered 

by effective implementation. Of the top 10 palm oil deforesters of 2019, six supply to NDPE supply chains. 

Four of these companies were already among the top deforesters of 2018. Seasonal forest fires, which 

persist in Indonesia and Malaysia, are linked to the supply chains of major traders with NDPE policies. 

CRR has identified several reasons for the leakage of unsustainable palm oil into international supply 

chains: 

• Weak and inconsistent implementation of policies. Several of the large palm oil traders with 

strict policies have been accused of weak policy implementation or reluctance on suspending 

companies that violate policies. Lack of industry consensus on suspension and re-entry 

requirements have also allowed companies suspended by one company with an NDPE policy to 

remain in the supply chains of other companies with the same policy. 

• The leakage refinery segment. Although NDPE policies cover 83 percent of some refining markets, 

the 17 percent not covered (rising to 22 percent when assessed on implementation) remains a 

viable business option for some growers, undercutting the economic leverage that has made 

NDPE policies so effective and hindering behavior change in growers.  

• End-user markets that do not set strict sustainability criteria. Consumer and end-user demand 

for sustainable or NDPE-compliant palm oil is higher in some markets than others. Some 

companies previously covered by CRR that were actively clearing forests predominantly sold to 

markets where sustainability demands are typically weak.  

• Opaque corporate structures. Obscuring beneficial ownership or using related entities to create 

distance from problematic subsidiaries, often referred to as "shadow companies," allows 

companies to remain in NDPE supply chains while continuing with unsustainable practices out of 

sight. The lack of clarity among industry stakeholders on what constitutes a corporate group 

heightens this threat.  

• Lack of uptake of Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) certified palm oil. Suppliers report 

difficulties in selling certified palm oil. A segregated (or Identity Preserved in the context of the 

RSPO) supply chain that can be traced from grower to end-user is the optimal way to ensure palm 

oil is deforestation-free. However, end-users have typically preferred to purchase certificates 

rather than physically segregated oil. Moreover, uptake remains inconsistent throughout 

different geographical markets. Without segregated supply, deforestation-linked palm oil can still 

enter supply chains.   

https://chainreactionresearch.com/report/ndpe-policies-cover-83-of-palm-oil-refineries-implementation-at-75/
https://chainreactionresearch.com/report/ndpe-policies-cover-83-of-palm-oil-refineries-implementation-at-75/
https://chainreactionresearch.com/the-chain-repeat-offenders-continue-to-clear-forests-for-oil-palm-in-southeast-asia/
https://chainreactionresearch.com/the-chain-continued-uptake-of-ndpe-policies-a-key-factor-in-reducing-deforestation-rates-in-se-asia/
https://chainreactionresearch.com/report/deforestation-for-agricultural-commodities-a-driver-of-fires-in-brazil-indonesia-in-2019/
https://www.greenpeace.org/international/publication/18455/the-final-countdown-forests-indonesia-palm-oil/
https://chainreactionresearch.com/report/unsustainable-palm-oil-faces-increasing-market-access-risks-ndpe-sourcing-policies-cover-74-percent-of-southeast-asias-refining-capacity/
https://chainreactionresearch.com/report/shadow-companies-present-palm-oil-investor-risks-and-undermine-ndpe-efforts/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-01-13/world-has-loads-of-sustainable-palm-oil-just-no-one-wants-it
https://rspo.org/certification/supply-chains
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aaf0e4/pdf
https://www.efeca.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/UK-RT-on-Sourcing-Sustainable-Palm-Oil-APR-2019..pdf
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An additional leakage factor can be identified in the different ways that physical palm oil, either crude 

palm oil (CPO) or crude palm kernel oil (CPKO), enters supply chains. CRR has identified spot purchases as 

a leakage risk (See end of report for definitions of spot market terms). Spot purchases are one-off 

purchases usually made by traders to plug a supply shortfall at their refineries. 

Economic leverage applied via long-term contracts 

The trade relationship between a CPO/CPKO oil supplier and a buyer is most typically governed by long-

term contracts. The length of these contracts differs, but they are typically between three to nine months. 

Under this type of contract, palm oil is physically delivered from mill directly to the refinery with few other 

actors involved (i.e brokers or middlemen). Discussions with buyers in the industry indicate most of the 

trade between suppliers and buyers is covered by long-term contracts. However, given that data on 

volumes or percentages of the market covered is not publicly available, the capacity to fully analyse the 

market and assess sustainability risks is limited. 

Long-term contracts allow for the most effective implementation of NDPE due to buyers’ ability to set 

conditions of trade. For example, if a buyer has an NDPE policy, conditions can include the sharing of 

concession maps, committing to full NDPE compliance, or recovering previously degraded areas. These 

conditions also allow buyers to add a clause allowing cancellation of the contract for policy infractions.  

These long-term contracts are often the preferred type of contract between supplier and buyer because 

of the stability afforded. This stability and corresponding economic incentive to retain contracts has 

helped drive transformation of the industry. By using their purchasing power to demand stop work orders, 

conduct High Carbon Stock (HCS) assessments and implement necessary remedial action, buyers have 

stopped destructive practices on concessions and ensured company group adherence to NDPE policies. 

There are several examples in public grievance lists of companies that have adopted stop work orders or 

conducted HCS assessments after engagement by their buyers (three examples include IOI and NPC 

Resources, Musim Mas and Anglo Eastern Plantation or Wilmar and Gama).  

NGOs will often discuss engagement strategies or specifically pressure a buyer to engage or suspend a 

supplier. This type of action typically occurs in long-term contract relationships. 

Spot purchases allow suppliers to access NDPE markets 

Some non-compliant or suspended companies have appeared in the supply chains of NDPE companies 

via spot purchases. Spot purchases are made outside of long-term contracts and are often only known if 

the case is raised publicly and the buyer offers an explanation via a statement or on its grievance list. One 

example is the Indonesian oil palm developer Saraswanti Group, whose PT Saraswanti Agro Estate in West 

Kalimantan was clearing habitat of the Bornean orangutan in 2019. The company was connected to the 

supply chain of Sime Darby, which has a program to remove deforestation-linked palm oil from its supply 

chain. Sime Darby issued a public statement and reported the case on its grievance list. Sime Darby 

explained that palm oil from Saraswanti entered its supply chain via spot purchases and that it does “not 

have a standing purchase contract with the company” and “No further spot purchases from the 

Saraswanti Group have been made since February 2019.”  

https://www.ioigroup.com/Content/S/S_Grievance_Update
https://www.ioigroup.com/Content/S/S_Grievance_Update
https://www.musimmas.com/sustainability/group-supplier-engagement-grievance/grievance-list/anglo-eastern-plantations-aep
https://www.wilmar-international.com/sustainability/grievance-procedure
https://www.foresthints.news/orangutan-lives-still-adversely-impacted-by-cargill
http://www.simedarbyplantation.com/sites/default/files/SDP%20Policy%20-%20Working%20with%20Suppliers%20to%20DTLOD.pdf
http://www.simedarbyplantation.com/media/press-releases/statement-response-report-foresthintsnews-dated-1-february-2019
http://www.simedarbyplantation.com/sites/default/files/SDO%20Supplier%20Grievance%20Register%20020420.pdf
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Five other suppliers on Sime Darby grievance list also entered its supply chain via spot purchases, the 

company says (Graphic 1). The implications are that buyers operate differently in the spot market 

compared to long-term contracts and/or NDPE policies are not being applied to spot purchases.  

Graphic 1. The six companies listed on the grievance list of Sime Darby that entered their 

relationships via spot purchases.  

Supplying company Date of first non-

compliance 

Explanation 

Central Cipta Murdaya/ Hardaya 

Plantations Group 

December 2017 “PT Hardaya Inti Plantations entered our supply 

chain via a spot purchase in the 1st quarter 2018. 

Raw materials sourced from Central Cipta Murdaya / 

Hardaya Plantations Group have not entered our 

supply chain since then.” 

Evershine Asset Management / 

Everbright Resources Corporation 

June 2018 “PT Kapuasindo Palm Industry entered our supply 

chain via spot purchases. There are no plans to 

continue further purchases from them after 4th 

quarter 2018.” 

First Resources / PT Fangiono Agro 

Plantation (PT FAP) / Ciliandry Anky 

Abadi (CAA) Group 

December 2017 “Third party traders have relevant NDPE policies. 

Related mills entered our supply chain via two spot 

purchases in 1Q 2019.” 

Global Palm Resources April 2019 “PT Prakarsa Tani Sejati (PT PTS) entered our supply 

chain via a spot purchase in the 1st quarter 2018. 

There has been no materials sourced from Global 

Palm Resources affiliated operations since.” 

PT Saraswanti Utama February 2019 “PT Saraswanti Agro Estate is not specifically in our 

supply chain. However, other operations affiliated 

with the parent company, PT Saraswanti Utama, 

were in our supply chain via spot purchases. No 

further spot purchases from the Saraswanti Group 

have been made since February 2019.” 

Salim Group November 2017 “The Salim Group re-entered our supply chain in 1Q 

2018 via two spot purchases from different third- 

party traders. This time in the supply chain of our 

Sime Darby Unimills refinery. These third-party 

traders have NDPE policies in place and the Salim 

Group has not entered our supply chain since these 

spot purchases.” 

*CRR uses the example of Sime Darby because the company specifically discusses spot market purchases on its grievance list. 

Other companies may make similar purchases but use different terminology.  
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Spot purchases make up a small fraction of Sime Darby’s total purchases 

Sime Darby confirmed to CRR that volumes contributed by individual mills from spot purchases 

accounted for a small fraction of the total volumes bought and traded every year. Although the company 

does not provide volumes, spot purchases from Global Palm Resources and PT Saraswanti in 2019 

represented just <0.015 percent of its total supplies for the year. 

Between January 2016 and April 2020, the Indonesian palm oil grower Palma Serasih cleared 

approximately 3,400 hectares (ha) of forest on its PT Nusantara Agro Sentosa estate and approximately 

3,000 ha of forest on PT Global Primatama Mandiri, both in East Kalimantan. In response to this ongoing 

clearance, buyers with NDPE policies suspended Palma Serasih. According to Palma Serasih’s most recent 

financial statement, for the first three months of 2020, Sime Darby accounted for 31.61 percent of its 

revenue in this period, second to trader Louis Dreyfus Company (LDC), which accounted for 45.97 percent. 

According to LDC’s grievance list, it has engaged with Palma Serasih about ongoing deforestation. This 

level of engagement indicates LDC deals with Palma Serasih via long-term contracts.  

In response to questions for this report, Sime Darby confirmed to CRR that it had made two spot purchases 

at the end of 2019 and beginning of 2020 from Palma Serasih. Sime Darby did not provide volumes for 

these two purchases.  

Buyers and sellers use the spot market, but long-term contracts preferred 

It is not clear to what extent spot purchases by refiners are opportunistic or part of a specific business 

strategy. When they are opportunistic, companies use spot purchases as a way of plugging shortfalls in 

capacity or taking advantage of useful stock that may suddenly be available at an attractive price.  

Similarly, it is not always clear whether suppliers use the spot market as a stop gap when they have surplus 

supply that is not covered by long-term contracts or the spot market is preferred because of the freedom 

it affords.   

Whether the spot market is part of a wider business strategy can occasionally be seen in companies’ public 

documents and submissions. For example: 

• Bakrie Sumatra Plantation’s 2018 annual report refers to “fatty acid…targeted for spot market in 

both local and export markets.”  

• The 2015 annual report of Sawit Sumbermas Sarana (SSMS) states: “The Company strategy sells 

its products directly to customers without the intermediary of a third party. The Company uses a 

sales system which is based on spot and negotiate the delivery terms on each sale. In accordance 

with the practice commonly used today for the spot market in Indonesia, the customer pays the 

Company’s CPO and PK at the maximum of five working days after the sale contract was agreed…” 

• A 2014 Credit Suisse paper refers to the Malaysian oil palm developer Genting selling “the bulk of 

its palm oil on the spot market, and hence should benefit significantly when palm oil prices rally.” 

• The Malaysian bank CIMB’s 2009 sector update report identified Indofood Agri and London 

Sumatra as high earners because “both companies have also timed their fertiliser purchases well 

and sell almost all their crops on the spot market…”  

https://www.fujioilholdings.com/pdf/en/csr/grievance_mechanism/200325_public_grievance_list.pdf
https://palmaserasih.co.id/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Consolidated-Financial-Statements-31-Mar-2020.pdf
https://www.ldc.com/wp-content/uploads/Grievances_master_updated_11.5.2020.pdf
https://www.bakriesumatera.com/files/BSP_Annual%20Report%202018.pdf
http://ssms.co.id/uploads/2017/10/SSMS_Annual-Report-20151507179550.pdf
https://research-doc.credit-suisse.com/docView?sourceid=em&document_id=x564807&serialid=aFYiQMb4Bgv4OyolhYbwmSYPeCH%2BsmYqoHE57oGyfhA%3D
https://www.slideshare.net/boyboycute/better-bargains-in-3q?from_action=save
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• Gozco Plantation’s 2009 financial statement says: “PT SA, Subsidiaries sale of crude palm oil to 

domestic Indonesian customers is priced with reference to the spot market prices for palm oil set 

at a daily auction sale among Indonesian palm oil produces and their customers, which is 

conducted in Medan, North Sumatra….” 

• In its 2007 annual report, Sinar Mas Agro Resources and Technology (SMART) stated: “When CPO 

prices are high, our CPO profit margins may be higher than on our value-added refined palm oil 

products. We may therefore sell a greater proportion of CPO directly to the spot market, at the 

expense of refining this CPO at our downstream refinery operations….” 

• In its 2007 Initial Public Offering, the Indonesian company First Resources stated that they “sell 

most of our crude palm oil in the domestic spot market. These sales are made in Rupiah, based 

upon prevailing international U.S. Dollar prices for crude palm oil…” 

The reference to the spot market by SSMS in 2015 is noteworthy. In 2Q of that year, refiners GAR, Wilmar 

and Apical accounted for 58 percent of SSMS’s revenue, before all suspended the company because of 

policy violations. Purchasing agreements with Unilever and IFFCO ended in 2017 and 2018 respectively. 

In 2017, SSMS generated 42 percent of its revenue from three companies: the Singaporean traders Just 

Oil & Grain Pte Ltd and Global Trade Well Pte Ltd, and the Indonesian company PT Panca Nabati Prakarsa. 

As Palma Serasih shows, percentages of sales as high as 31.61% can be derived from spot purchases, and 

information about what type of contract SSMS had with these three companies was not available. 

However, SSMS now sells 86 percent of its produce to PT Citra Borneo Utama, a new refining company to 

which SSMS is related. This connection implies that SSMS prefers a system with more stability or control.  

Whether the Malaysian company Genting predominantly sold CPO on the spot market in 2014 is difficult 

to determine. Public supplier lists and grievance lists were not the norm at the time, although Genting 

was already the focus of an RSPO complaint.  In 2020, Genting appears as a direct supplier in the supply 

chains of several trader/refiners, including Fuji Oil, IOI, Itochu Corporation, KLK, Musim Mas, Nisshin 

OilliO, Sime Darby and Wilmar. Therefore, Genting’s business strategy has likely turned its focus to long-

term contracts in the NDPE market.  

Similarly, First Resources now sells CPO directly to the following traders: KLK, Musim Mas, Neste Oil and 

Wilmar. First Resources also has its own refineries, with an annual capacity of 850,000 metric tons (MT). 

Given this refining capacity and the number of buyers, it is unlikely First Resources is selling significant 

amounts of palm oil on the spot market.   

The Indonesian grower Astra Agro Lestari sells CPO at auction, with spot purchases bought by the 

Indonesian traders Permata Hijau and Musim Mas. Musim Mas is one of the leading NDPE traders in 

Indonesia, with a public supplier list and grievance list. Permata Hijau published its list of mill suppliers 

and a grievance list in April 2020. The supplier list includes standard transparency information such as 

whether the supply is RSPO certified and location of mills. These details indicate that both refineries have 

a high degree of knowledge of their supply chains and are using their buying power to work with suppliers 

to increase transparency. Therefore, spot purchases are likely made in addition to their standard long-

term contracts.  

Although CRR has heard anecdotally of companies suspended by the NDPE market selling palm oil on 

the spot market, no publicly available evidence confirms these rumors. Evidence suggests that palm oil 

http://www.gozco.com/document/financial/Full%20Year%202010.pdf
https://www.smart-tbk.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/03/SMART_AFR2007_part1.pdf
https://www.scribd.com/document/384627836/First-Resources-Initial-Public-Offerings-IPOs-Introduction
https://chainreactionresearch.com/report/palm-oil-growers-suspended-over-deforestation-lose-usd-usd-1-1b-in-equity-value/
https://askrspo.force.com/Complaint/s/case/50090000028ErzJAAS/detail
https://www.unilever.com/Images/ssms-response-26-june-2017_tcm244-507478_en.pdf
http://www.iffco.com/Files/IFFCO%20Supplier%20Issues%20Register.pdf
https://www.idx.co.id/Portals/0/StaticData/ListedCompanies/Corporate_Actions/New_Info_JSX/Jenis_Informasi/01_Laporan_Keuangan/04_Annual%20Report/2017/SSMS/SSMS_Annual%20Report_2017.pdf
https://chainreactionresearch.com/report/ndpe-policies-cover-83-of-palm-oil-refineries-implementation-at-75/
https://askrspo.force.com/Complaint/s/case/50090000028ErzYAAS/
https://www.fujioilholdings.com/pdf/en/csr/supplychain_database/h2_2019_mill_list.pdf
https://www.ioigroup.com/Content/Business/PDF/IOI%20Full%20Mill%20List.pdf
https://www.itochu.co.jp/en/csr/pdf/mill_list_2019.pdf
https://www.klkoleo.com/sites/default/files/Traceability-at-KLK-OLEO-updated-20-Jan-2020.pdf
https://www.musimmas.com/sustainability/traceable-supply-chain/list-of-suppliers#_ptoh_3014809
https://www.nisshin-oillio.com/english/csr/pdf/Nisshin_OilliO_Group_Total_Mill_List.pdf
https://www.nisshin-oillio.com/english/csr/pdf/Nisshin_OilliO_Group_Total_Mill_List.pdf
http://www.simedarbyplantation.com/sites/default/files/SDO%20Pasir%20Gudang%20-%20TDD%20Q1%20to%20Q3%202019.pdf
https://www.wilmar-international.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/sustainability/supply-chain/traceability-report-q1'-2019---q4'-2019/indonesia/wina-pelintung_200424.pdf?sfvrsn=6a0a16fe_2
https://www.klkoleo.com/sites/default/files/Traceability-at-KLK-OLEO-updated-20-Jan-2020.pdf
https://www.musimmas.com/sustainability/traceable-supply-chain/list-of-suppliers
https://www.neste.com/corporate-info/sustainability/sustainable-supply-chain/traceability-dashboard/pfad-dashboard
https://www.wilmar-international.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/sustainability/supply-chain/traceability-report-q1'-2019---q4'-2019/indonesia/wina-pelintung_200424.pdf?sfvrsn=6a0a16fe_2
http://www.first-resources.com/ourbusiness.php?pc=refinery
https://www.theedgemarkets.com/article/astra-agro-sells-7000-tons-crude-palm-oil-auction
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/table-indonesia-astra-agro-lestari-160738900.html
https://www.musimmas.com/sustainability/traceable-supply-chain/list-of-suppliers
https://www.musimmas.com/sustainability/group-supplier-engagement-grievance/grievance-list
https://www.permatagroup.com/traceabledashboard.html
https://www.permatagroup.com/ListofGrievancesandComplaints.html
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suppliers prefer to enter into long-term contracts, while the spot market is used as a stop-gap measure 

when market opportunities decrease or palm oil prices are not favorable, rather than as a long-term 

business strategy. Some non-compliant palm oil suppliers choose to enter long-term contracts with buyers 

that disregard NDPE policies, even though NDPE traders/refiners often offer higher prices and more 

regular payments. This is the reason why some suppliers make the strategic decision to comply with 

sustainability requirements.  

Mechanisms of the palm oil spot market 

Publicly available information about the spot market and how it functions is limited. To understand 

how the spot market works, CRR conducted interviews with several personnel from large NDPE palm 

oil traders in Indonesia and Malaysia. They identified the following mechanisms as being key to the spot 

market trade. 

Business-to-business one-time purchases  

In some cases, the refinery/area manager will reach out to companies in the same area to purchase 

needed supplies. The choice of this one-time supplier often depends on the location of the mill and its 

distance to the refinery. The choice of supplier can also be driven by the reputation of the company and 

the perceived reliability or quality of its product. Often, the personal relationships of the refinery manager 

determine the choice. 

These purchases can also work both ways. Refiners told CRR that it is not uncommon that they are 

approached by millers in their area and offered one-off purchases of CPO/CPKO.  

Purchases from bulking stations 

Bulking stations are usually located at refineries or ports and are used to store CPO/ CPKO. Most refiners 

own bulking stations. Felda owns one of the largest in the world in terms of capacity in Johor, Peninsular 

Malaysia. Third-party companies sometimes rent bulking stations from the owners. Millers not operating 

on long-term contracts can rent these bulking stations, or they can sell their CPO to the station owners to 

be added to a mix, in the hope that it will be bought at port. Refiners, either directly or via agents working 

at the ports, can approach bulking stations and make one-off purchases.  

In some cases, palm oil companies sell their palm oil housed in bulking stations through tenders. A 

company may buy a specific amount of palm oil and pay the price upfront. They receive the palm oil after 

the tender is complete. Buyers do not know who provides this palm oil or its source and usually receive 

the supplier list at the same time as the palm oil. 

Palm oil auctions 

Palm oil is also purchased at auctions. Auctions often take place in major urban centres like Jakarta and 

Medan, and/or near key ports. At these auctions, palm oil producers list their palm oil for sale and buyers 

place bids. Auctions are for either local or international markets. As mentioned above, coverage  of an 

auction held by Astra Agro Lestari shows that Musim Mas and Permata Hijau bought CPO from Astra in 

this way. At this auction, Astra managed to sell 7,000 MT out of an offered 16,000 MT.  

Auctions typically refer to the trade in futures contract, and the physical product is not provided 

immediately. However, CRR has been told that auctions also take place while a shipment of palm oil is on 

http://palmoilis.mpob.gov.my/publications/OPIEJ/opiejv15n2-ali.pdf
https://in.reuters.com/article/indonesia-palmoil-idINJAK28673520080516
https://www.theedgemarkets.com/article/astra-agro-sells-7000-tons-crude-palm-oil-auction
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its way to a final destination. So, if a shipment of palm oil is arriving at a port, buyers can bid for palm oil 

on the ship and take ownership of the product when it arrives.  

Direct and indirect purchases 

Palm oil supply chains are complex, and supply occasionally changes hands many times as it goes from 

source to end-user (sometimes going through four or five intermediaries). The most straightforward 

purchase is a direct purchase, which goes from a mill direct to a trader/refiner. In direct trading 

relationships, when the two parties know each other, a degree of engagement between supplier and 

buyer usually occurs. In indirect relationships, the last or intermediary buyer usually does not know the 

supplier. Engagement takes place only between the supplier and the first buyer.  

In the NDPE market, buyers usually list their suppliers on their public mill lists. These lists include direct 

and indirect long-term contract suppliers and spot suppliers. If supply is segregated, the buyer lists only 

the supplier of that segregated supply. If supply is not segregated, the buyer must list every supplier that 

has entered the refinery they are buying from, as the supply may have been mixed. Many  grievance lists 

refer to indirect purchases, which shows that NDPE companies are highly exposed in indirect supply 

chains.  

International supply chains are typically facilitated by Cost, Insurance, and Freight (CIF) and Free-On-

Board (FOB) contracts. CIF and FOB contracts are between a supplier and buyer and usually the only 

difference between them is the way freight costs are covered (see definition of market terms at the end 

of the report). The CIF and FOB markets likely differ via geographical region. The European market has the 

most information available. For the traders CRR spoke to, a majority of their exposure is in the European 

market. In Europe, the CIF system is, traders say, the most dominant and is referred to as CIF Rotterdam.  

Buyers of CIF products usually have little leverage over the seller in the Rotterdam markets as they only 

become aware of the product’s origin at the time of delivery. Purchases are often made from bulking 

facilities or traders. The supply will often already be mixed at the time of sale, often by as many as 10 

individual mills. Buyers are given a list of suppliers when they take physical ownership of the oil in 

Rotterdam. In this scenario, a company that actively decided to not enter a long-term contract with a 

company may have just bought CPO from the same company in a one-off spot purchase.  

The trade is complex and will vary depending on the trader and geographic region, as outlined in Graphic 

2: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ldc.com/wp-content/uploads/Grievances_master_updated_11.5.2020.pdf
http://europe.bungeloders.com/images/applications/Bunge_and_Bunge_Loders_Croklaan_integrated_Grievance_List_April_2020v2.pdf
https://www.fujioilholdings.com/pdf/en/csr/grievance_mechanism/200325_public_grievance_list.pdf
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Graphic 2: Spot purchases entering supply chains via shipments from Indonesia to the 

Netherlands 

   

 

Impediments to NDPE compliance 

A consistent theme in discourse about the spot market is that current market mechanisms make 

implementing NDPE policies difficult. Reasons highlighted include the lack of transparency in the market; 

supply chains are complex and buyers’ exposure is indirect; and the very nature of a one-off transaction 

removing any incentives for the supplier to commit to NDPE. Underpinning all of these issues is that 

information about the supply base is not provided until after a purchase is made.  

However, it is unclear to what extent these issues are logistical or habits that market players have 

picked up and could be rectified with rigorous application of NDPE policies. In one-off business-to- 

business transactions, companies can apply due diligence easily. Due diligence requires a sustainability 

team with knowledge of industry players or systems in place to verify the sustainability performance of 

particular companies, communication of sustainability requirements across all business departments, and 

put procedures in place to stop rogue purchases.  

When purchasing from bulking facilities, some companies report that they receive the list of suppliers only 

when they physically receive the supply of palm oil. However, it is unclear why buyers cannot insist on a 

list of suppliers before any purchases are made. If the bulking station refuses, the buyer could avoid 

proceeding with the transaction. Likewise, if NDPE traders buy spot purchase at an auction, they in theory 
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know who the seller is and can decide whether to make a purchase based on the sustainability 

performance of that supplier. 

In the CIF Rotterdam markets, traders also claim the source of the palm oil is only provided when the 

product is physical delivered. CRR was not able to obtain an example of a typical contract for this type of 

purchase. However, the Federation of Oils, Seeds and Fats Associations Ltd (FOSFA) claim that 85 percent 

of the global trade in oils and fats is traded under FOSFA contracts. A contract template for CIF purchases 

on its website shows that contracts are signed between the seller/s and buyer/s, with brokers also listed. 

There is no contractual requirement to list all the companies that have contributed to the product being 

traded, and the "origin" of the contracts refers to the origin country rather than specific companies.  

If this contract is the template used for contracts in the CIF Rotterdam market, it indicates that buyers are 

aware of which company is physically delivering the oil they are purchasing. However, no contractual 

requirement exists for companies to state which other companies are in that particular supply.  

Making spot purchases risks market access  

If NDPE policies cannot be applied to spot purchases, companies risk shortfalls in supply and the 

associated economic losses. However, they enable the leakage market and also risk market access if 

non-compliant suppliers enter their supply chains. Companies adopting a policy of not making spot 

purchases is unlikely, as spot purchases are considered a necessary way of plugging shortfalls or 

responding to unpredictable circumstances.  

However, current spot market mechanisms are undermining NDPE supply chains by allowing entry to non-

compliant companies. There has been increased focus in 2020 on how to disassociate the palm oil industry 

from deforestation. Many buyers are still enhancing due diligence in order to ensure deforestation-free 

supply chains, even in their long-term contracts. The spot market is an additional threat. As 

transformation of the palm oil industry has been driven by the exclusion of non-compliant suppliers, 

buyers that continue to make purchases from the spot market without conducting due diligence may face 

increasing market access risk.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.fosfa.org/about-us/
https://www.fosfa.org/document-library/contract-no-80/
https://www.theconsumergoodsforum.com/implementing-and-scaling-up-the-cgf-zero-net-deforestation-commitment/
https://forestdeclaration.org/about
https://chainreactionresearch.com/the-chain-repeat-offenders-continue-to-clear-forests-for-oil-palm-in-southeast-asia/
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(individually and together, the "Sponsors"). The Sponsors believe the information in this report comes from reliable sources, but they do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this 

information, which is subject to change without notice, and nothing in this document shall be construed as such a guarantee. The statements reflect the current judgment of the authors of the 

relevant articles or features, and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Sponsors. The Sponsors disclaim any liability, joint or severable, arising from use of this document and its 

contents. Nothing herein shall constitute or be construed as an offering of financial instruments or as investment advice or recommendations by the Sponsors of an investment or other 

strategy (e.g., whether or not to “buy”, “sell”, or “hold” an investment). Employees of the Sponsors may hold positions in the companies, projects or investments covered by this report. No 

aspect of this report is based on the consideration of an investor or potential investor's individual circumstances. You should determine on your own whether you agree with the content of 

this document and any information or data provided by the Sponsors. 

 

 

Definition of market terms: 

The term ‘spot’ is commonly used for any sale or transaction that takes place outside of long-term contracts. It is 

essentially the practice where the commodity is bought immediately or at short notice. The delivery usually takes place 

two days after the deal is made. Transactions are settled in cash and at the current market price. The spot market can also 

take place formally at exchanges or over the counter. 

The physical trade in palm oil takes two forms, Cost, Insurance, and Freight (CIF) trading and Free-On-Board (FOB) 

trading. CIF refers to spot purchases where the cost already includes sea freight charges, insurance, and the product is 

delivered to the nearest port. FOB is similar except the seller is responsible for delivering the commodity to the nearest 

port and the costs of the ship’s freight and insurance is borne by the buyer and is additional to the cost of the commodity. 

CIF trading is how most palm oil enters Europe. In the European context it is referred to as CIF Rotterdam, as Rotterdam 

is the main entry into Europe. This report is using the CIF Rotterdam market as its example. CIF markets may differ in 

different geographical regions.  

This spot market should not be confused with the futures market or the forward market: The futures market refers to 

business-to-business contracts between a seller and a buyer, settled directly or through banks or brokers as 

intermediaries. Terms and conditions such as product needed, price, quantity and delivery dates are agreed in advance, 

no matter the future price variation. Futures contacts can be exchanged and change hands multiple times, but whoever 

holds the contract at the delivery date has to take on the physical supply. The futures contract always takes place through 

an exchange and is highly standardized. 

The forward market refers to contracts between a buyer and a seller, off exchange. This type of exchanges are conducted 

informally (Over-the-Counter marketplace), over the phone or via online communication tools. Final deals are usually 

made on a bilateral basis or through a counterparty clearing house.  Terms and conditions are also agreed in advance, 

similar to the futures market. 

https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/012615/when-do-you-buy-cif-and-when-do-you-buy-fob.asp
https://web.archive.org/web/20140720080558/http:/chicagofed.org/digital_assets/publications/understanding_derivatives/understanding_derivatives_chapter_3_over_the_counter_derivatives.pdf
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